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Prepulse effects on the interaction of intense femtosecond laser pulses with high-Z solids
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Ka emission of high-Z solid targets irradiated by an intense, short~,100 fs! laser pulse in the 10 keV region
is shown to be sensitive to the electron energy cutoff, which is strongly dependent on the density gradient of
the plasma corona formed by a long prepulse. The absorption rate of short laser pulses, the hot electron
distribution, and x-ray emission from a Cu slab target are studied via a hybrid model, which combines the
hydrodynamics, collisional particle-in-cell, and Monte Carlo simulation techniques, and via a direct spectro-
scopic measurement. An absorption mechanism originating from the interaction of the laser pulse with plasma
waves is found to increase the absorption rate by over 30% even for a very short,s-polarized laser pulse.
Calculated and measured x-ray spectra are in good agreement, confirming the electron energy cutoff.

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solids of high-Z matter irradiated by an intense sho
pulse laser constitute a high-brightness source ofKa emis-
sion @1–8#. With an increase in laser intensity, one expe
efficient x-ray emission in the 10–100 keV range with
pulse duration shorter than 10 ps. This short incoherent x
emission may be used for time-resolved measurement
various medical and material processing applications@6#.

Hot electrons produced during the interaction of a la
pulse with plasmas are the pumping source forKa emission.
On the other hand, a part of these electrons acquires
energies by interacting with plasma waves, decreasing
conversion efficiency and producing harmful (\v
.0.1– 1 MeV) radiation. The production of electrons wi
energy much greater than that of the quiver motion is de
mined by the interaction time of an electron with the plas
waves. The use of a short laser pulse with duration com
rable to the time of the plasma wave amplification can c
siderably reduce the population of energetic electrons; t
temperature remains very high, which contributes to effici
Ka emission. The study of electron energy distribution
plasmas irradiated by short laser pulses is desirable to
prove the characteristics of x-ray sources.

A short laser pulse is inevitably accompanied by a lo
prepulse of amplified spontaneous emission~ASE! @9#. ASE
pulses have typically a pulse duration of 0.5–8 ns an
contrast ratio of 1027– 1026. Even for a short laser pulse a
moderate intensity (;1017W/cm2), the ASE pulse creates
plasma corona. The interaction of the main part of the sh
laser pulse with this plasma corona can change its absorp
rate and hot electron distribution, resulting in x-ray spec
from the target surface. Since this interaction is sensitive
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the plasma density gradient, the prepulse effect becomes
portant with increasing laser intensity.

In the present paper we study the energy distribution
hot electrons produced by a short, 42 fs, laser pulse of m
erate intensity;1017 W/cm2, l5780 nm, and the conse
quent Ka emission of a Cu slab target via direct spectr
scopic measurements of x rays and a hybrid simulat
which includes a hydrodynamic model, a collisional partic
in-cell ~PIC! model with transient plasma ionization, and
Monte Carlo electron transport model. We show numerica
in the distribution of hot electrons a clear energy cutoff
about 2Th , whereTh is the temperature of hot electrons. Th
energy cutoff reflects the fact that hot electron randomizat
cannot be completed during the short time of the las
plasma interaction. The laser prepulse originating from A
affects the character of the laser-plasma interaction. We
strong coupling between the incoming and outgoing parts
the laser pulse near the critical density in the plasma coro
This coupling leads to a high absorption rate and domina
the distribution of hot electrons. The energy cutoff is o
served as a cutoff in the x-ray spectrum in our direct sp
troscopic measurement. The results of our measurements
calculation agree well in both the soft~2–10 keV! and hard
~20–40 keV! x-ray regions of the spectrum.

II. EXPERIMENT

The scheme of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A ta
top terawatt laser system@7#, which consists of a Ti-sapphire
laser~Coherent Mira 900! and a chirped pulse amplificatio
system, operating at 10 Hz is used to initiate x-ray emiss
from a Cu disk~with 70 mm diameter and 5 mm thicknes!
with a polished surface. The oscillator is a Kerr effect mod
7232 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The scheme of the ex
perimental setup~a! for the x-ray
streak and CCD cameras, and~b!
for the CZT detector.
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locking type Ti-sapphire laser that generates pulses of 2
at 76 MHz with an energy of 4 nJ. The bandwidth of t
pulse is 35 nm@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# at 780
nm. The amplified laser beam has a pulse width of 300
diameter of 50 mm, and maximum pulse energy of 400 m
wavelengthl5785 nm. The laser beam is guided into
vacuum chamber (1026 Torr) and compressed to a puls
with duration of 42 fs. The contrast ratio between the m
pulse and the prepulse that precedes it by 8 ns is greater
106:1. The amplified spontaneous emission appears 4 ns
fore the main pulse with a contrast ratio of 106:1. A com-
pressed laser pulse with an incident angle of 57.5° is focu
on the target with a focal spot of 44mm in diameter by a
parabolic mirror with a focal length of 165.2 mm and diam
eter of 76.2 mm. The laser intensity is estimated to be ab
1017W/cm2.

The x-ray spectra with energy below 30 keV are me
sured with a direct-detection x-ray charge-coupled dev
camera~XCCD; Hamamtsu Photonics, 5123512 pixels in a
square of 12312mm2), which can analyze the positions an
energy of the radiation in a photon counting mode. T
XCCD temperature is maintained at2100 °C with liquid ni-
trogen. The XCCD system has an energy resolution of ab
fs
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120 eV ~FWHM! at 5.9 keV for single-pixel events. Th
XCCD chip has a 500mm thick beryllium window and is
sensitive to x rays with energy over 2 keV. The XCCD is s
730 mm away from the focal spot. The integrated intensity
the x rays is also measured with an x-ray silicon photodio
~XPD; International Radiation Detector, AXUV-20HE1!.
The XPD is sensitive to x rays with energy between 4 and
keV. Three XPD’s are set at a distance of 265 mm from
laser focal spot at different angles, 0°, 42°, and 65° to
target surface normal.

The higher-energy x rays~,100 keV! are measured with
another technique. The x rays emerge from the cham
through a beryllium foil with 100mm thickness, and then ar
detected with a semiconductor detector~CZT, Cd0.9Zn0.1Te;
Amptek Inc., XR-100T-CZT!. The detector is sensitive to
rays with energy from 5 V to 100 keVwith an efficiency of
almost 100%. The calibration of energy is performed usin
standardg-ray source (241Am). The detector is located 32
cm from the x-ray source. An aperture is used near
source to collimate its x-ray beam and to achieve the sin
photon event. In the present experiments the single-pho
counting condition of the CZT is checked only by the phot
counts, which should be lower than 10 counts per sec
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7234 PRE 62ALEXEI ZHIDKOV et al.
because of the laser repetition rate~10 Hz!. The aperture is a
1 mm pinhole in a 22 mm thick lead wall and is set 36 c
from the plasma. The energy resolution of the detecto
estimated to be about 0.6 keV per point in the present
perimental conditions. A total x-ray intensity between 4 a
30 keV is also measured by XPD.

III. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

We divide the calculation of the x-ray emission into thr
steps, the hydrodynamics of the ablated plasma expan
the energy spectrum of hot electrons, and the x-ray emis
process. The first is the calculation of the dynamics of
plasma corona. Because the intensity of the long pulse ra
tion of the amplified spontaneous emission is small, typica
1011– 1012W/cm2, parameters of the plasma corona may
evaluated in the framework of a hydrodynamics model.
the second step, these parameters are used as an initia
dition for the calculation of the interaction of the plasm
with the main laser pulse. This modeling uses the partic
in-cell method to calculate the hot electron distribution fun
tion. Finally, the sampled electron distribution is used in
Monte Carlo calculation ofKa and Bremsstrahlung x-ra
spectra.

A. Plasma hydrodynamics

We apply theHYADES code @10# to calculate parameter
of the plasma corona produced by the amplified spontane
emission. HYADES is a one-dimensional, one-fluid, thre
temperature, radiation hydrodynamics simulation code.
code solves the equations of mass and energy transport
Lagrangian coordinate system. Each fluid component is
sumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium~LTE! with
its own temperature. Electrons and ions are described
classical statistics, and radiation is approximately Planck
The flux-limited diffusion approximation models transpo
phenomena. Radiation flux is calculated in a frequency a
aged flux-limited approximation. The degree of ionization
described by the Saha model, or by the Thomas-Fe
model, or by the screened hydrogenlike average-atom mo
Thermodynamic quantities are derived either from the id
gas model or from an equation of state table. Electron deg
eracy effects are included in the transport coefficients wh
appropriate. In the present calculation for a Cu target, we
the average ion model with the equation of stateQEOS @11#.
The external source of energy is the time-dependent l
field. The contrast ratio is chosen to be 106:1, and the pre-
pulse duration is 4 ns. The 10mm Cu target is approximate
by a plane geometry with a nonuniform grid with 500 cel

B. Electron energy spectrum by collisional PIC simulation
with plasma ionization

We employ a hybrid PIC simulation@12#, one dimen-
sional in space and three dimensional in velocity spa
which incorporates nonlocal thermodynamic equilibriu
~non-LTE! ionization and adopts the Langevin equation
account for elastic collisions to compute the interaction
the plasma with the main laser pulse. In the Maxwell eq
tions, we modify the Bourdier boost reference techniq
@13#, for bothp- ands-polarized laser pulses, to account f
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the absorption of obliquely incident laser light. We get t
following equation for the laser fields:

]

]x
A66sinu

]

]t
A652

1

2
j Y sinu7

1

2
cosuS j X1

]EST,X

]t D ,

HZ5~A11A2!/sinu, EL,Y5A12A2 ,

EL,X5~A11A2!cosu/sinu ~1!

for the p-polarized pulse and

]

]x
A66sinu

]

]t
A652

1

2
j Z ,

HZ5A12A2 , EL,Z5~A11A2!/sinu,

HX52~A11A2!cosu/sinu ~2!

for thes-polarized pulse, whereE andH are the electric and
magnetic fields,j is the current andu is the angle of inci-
dence.

We introduce a kinetics grid@12,14,15# to determine the
plasma parameters. With the scale length of the chang
the electron density mainly determined by the electron m
free path rather than the Debye length, approximately 20
cells are combined to form a kinetics cell. It also provid
statistics for the calculation of the temperature, density,
fluid velocity. Plasma ionization and its temporal evolutio
are considered by calculating the charge of computatio
particles~CPs!. Simple atomic kinetics based on the averag
ion model@12#, in which the ionization potentialI z is a func-
tion of ion chargez, is used to calculate the charge, name
the change of plasma electrons is calculated by an elec
balance equation that includes electron collisional ionizat
and field ionization in the presence of intense laser light.
use the field ionization probabilityt21 ~see Ref.@16#! with
the electric field strengthEk averaged over thekth cell. Us-
ing the electron balance equation we compute the cha
changeDQek in every kinetic cell. Then, electrons acqui
the chargeDQek /Nek and ionsDQek /Nik , whereNek and
Nik are the numbers of particles in thekth cell. While the
electron charge-to-mass ratio is kept constant, the ion’s
creases withz. To compensate for the energy loss due
optical field ionization~OFI! WOFI, we include an effective
atomic current in the Maxwellian equationjA(t)EL(t2Dt)
5WOFI(t2Dt), with EL being the laser electric field. Th
energy loss due to collisional ionization is calculated as
effective friction. This model has been checked via the
netic simulation of laser-irradiated carbon and silicon ov
dense plasmas@12#.

The results of the hydrodynamics calculation are e
ployed as the initial condition. For that, the temperature, d
sity, and average ion charge are approximated on the kin
grid. Only 0.5mm of the solid target is included, while th
size of the plasma corona is varied from 1 to 20mm. CPs are
redistributed in accordance with those approximations. T
typical number of particles is 33105 per species.
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C. X-ray spectrum by Monte Carlo transport code

We utilize the time-independent, coupled electron-pho
Monte Carlo codes of theTIGER series~ITS! @17,18# to simu-
late interaction of hot electrons with the solid target. The
codes use an elaborate ionization/relaxation model includ
K, L1, L2, L3, M, and N shells to treat the range of 1–1
keV x rays. In the present work, we use theACCEPTPcode,
which is valid for problems with axial symmetry, withou
magnetic and electric fields, with appropriate resolution
the 1 keV to 1 MeV range of the x-ray spectrum. While t
targets and incident electron beam specified in the code m
have axial symmetry, the electron trajectories are three
mensional. The code tracks the electrons in the initial be
as well as all secondary electrons produced during inte
tion with the target and calculates the production of char
teristic radiation in addition to Bremsstrahlung radiatio
Since the results are the output of a single electron wit
fixed energy, the number ofKa photons and x-ray spectr
are further calculated by averaging the sampled distribu
from the PIC simulation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ka emission of a Cu slab

The efficiency ofKa emission from the target surface p
electron may be approximately estimated for the energy
the electron by neglecting elastic scattering and using
Bethe formula@19#,

h'
AZ

AZ1GZ
(

«2kEZ
1

.0

ln@~«2kEZ
1!/EZ

1#

(nln@~«2kEZ
1!/EZ

n#

3expS 2
sphot~\v!

sZ~«/EZ
1! D , ~3!

where« is the energy of the electron in keV,EZ
n is the ion-

ization energy from then shell,AZ;(4.83108)Z4 s21 is the
radiation probability,GZ;1015s21 is the autoionization rate
and sphot is the photoionization cross section andsZ the
collisional ionization cross section. The first multiplier in E
~3! determines the probability of radiative transition, the s
ond one is the probability of inner-shell ionization, the thi
one describes x-ray absorption due to photoionization in
(n52) shell by aKa photon at the distancel;1/(s iN),
where s i is the collisional ionization cross section of th
inner shell. Numerically, the exponent is close to the rati

sphot~\v!

sZ~«/EZ
1!

'
0.1«

ln~«/EZ
1!

.

The sum in Eq.~3! weakly depends on the energy of ele
trons and may be estimated as sum5a int(«/EZ

1)/Z, whereZ
is the nuclear charge anda;1. For a Cu target, the prob
ability h does not exceed 1022 at any energy of electron
and decreases at high electron energies due to an increa
absorption with penetration depth. Figure 2~a! shows the de-
pendence of the probability or of the number ofKa photons
per electron,h, on the electron energy calculated by t
ACCEPTPcode. The probability reaches a maximum value
«5200 keV. The total number ofKa photons depends o
n
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the number of hot electrons, which is proportional toW/«
with W the total laser energy, so that the value ofh/« is a
more accurate characteristic for that total photon numb
This value,h/«, reaches a maximum at a considerably low
energy,«550– 60 keV. It depends slightly on the energ
from 20 to 200 keV and rapidly decreases beyond 200 k
The electron energy also dominates the duration ofKa emis-
sion. This time is approximately equal to the time of inne
shell ionization. Using the Lotz formula

sZ'~4310214!j
ln~«/EZ!

«EZ
cm2, ~4!

for the ionization cross section~energy is given in eV!,
where EZ is the ionization energy andj is the number of
equivalent electrons in a shell, and using the ion density o
Cu target, one obtains the mean inner-shell ionization time
t5(sZnNCu)

2157.2 ps@(«/20 keV)1/2#.

FIG. 2. The efficiency of backwardKa emission per electron
from a Cu slab as a function of the energy of the electron~a! and
the number of backward emittedKa photons per 100 mJ of lase
energy for different temperatures of hot electrons with the ene
cutoff Ecut ~b!.
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To estimate the number ofKa photons for a comparably
long laser pulse, one may adopt a Maxwellian distribut
for hot electrons@20,21#. Because the dependence ofh on
the electron energy up to«5200 keV is approximately lin-
ear, the total number ofKa photons, which are irradiate
backward, is

NKa5h~Th!
nW

xTh
,

whereTh is the temperature of hot electrons,n is the laser
absorption efficiency, and the coefficientx varies from 0.5
for an anisotropic distribution to 1.5 for an isotropic on
NKa depends mainly on the laser energy. In the case of v
short laser pulses, the distribution can have an energy cu
The energy cutoff, as seen in Fig. 2~b!, leads to an increas
in the Ka output.

B. Absorption of the short laser pulse

Shown in Fig. 3 are the calculated parameters of
plasma corona after a 4 ns ASEpulse with intensityI
51011W/cm2. The maximal ion charge is approximatelyz
515, while the plasma temperature exceeds 100 eV.
density profile has a complex form and cannot be appro
mated by a single exponent. The density gradient is appr
matelyL/l52.5 in the vicinity of the critical density, much
greater than the optimal density gradient for resonance
sorption, L/l;0.1– 0.2 @12,22#. Following the results of
Ref. @22#, one would expect a very low absorption rate in th
region of the density gradient.

The temporal evolution of the absorption rate of the sh
laser pulse with intensity of 1017W/cm2 is given in Fig. 4.
The absorption rate displays strongly nonlinear behavior
der these conditions. The maximal absorption rate can
ceed 60% at the time when the strong coupling of the inco
ing and outgoing~reflected! parts of the laser field with the
plasma arises near the critical density. This happens w
the outgoing part of the pulse completely overlaps with
rest of the incoming part. When the pulse passes throu
only its reflected part is involved in the absorption proce
so that the final absorption efficiency is only 25%. When

FIG. 3. The parameters of the Cu plasma produced by the l
prepulse with the contrast ratio 106:1 and duration of 4 ns.
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laser pulse is nonmonochromatic, the maximal absorp
rate can be 80% forp polarization. The interaction is als
sensitive to the pulse shape. We believe that the hot elec
distribution is formed mainly at the time of strongest las
plasma interaction, when the self-overlapping occurs. Wit
shorter prepulse, 2 ns, and the same contrast ratio, w
corresponds to the density gradientL/l;1, the resonance
interaction disappears, though the total absorption rate d
not change. The absorption rate exhibits a nonlinear inte
tion for ans-polarized pulse as well. The maximal absorpti
rate is about 40% in this case.

C. X-ray emission and electron energy cutoff

In Fig. 5 we present the results of measurements and
culation of the spectrum in a soft part of the plasma x-ra
The results of theACCEPTP calculation of x-ray emission
including Ka from the Cu target irradiated by a monochr
matic e beam~an electron with given energy! with different
energies are given in Fig. 5~a!. The ratio of Bremsstrahlung
radiation at 2–4 keV energy andKa emission is sensitive to
the energy of electrons so that we expect a strong dep
dence of this ratio on the electron energy cutoff and
electron temperature. The sampled distribution of plas
electrons in the plasma irradiated bys- or p-polarized laser
pulses is shown in Fig. 5~b!. An energy cutoff is clearly seen
in the figure. We define the energy cutoff as the energy
which the density of hot electrons is much smaller th
Maxwellian-like with Th . In the case of thep-polarized
pulse the energy cutoff is about 30 keV, while for th
s-polarized pulse it is only 20 keV. Although the temperatu
of hot electrons in keV is close to the approximation@20,21#

Th530@ Il2/1017~W mm2/cm2!#1/3@Tc keV#1/3

with Tc the temperature of the background plasma, the du
tion of the laser pulse is too short to allow the comple
randomization in energies of hot electrons. In the case of
p-polarized laser pulse, we observe a small fraction of en

er
FIG. 4. The temporal evolution of the absorption rate of

p-polarized laser pulse,l5780 nm, with intensityI 51017 W/cm2

and 42 fs duration.~1! Gaussian shape pulse,~2! sinelike shape
pulse,L/l52.5, ~3! Gaussian pulse,L/l51.25.
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FIG. 5. The hot electron distribution and soft x-ray spectrum
a Cu plasma irradiated with a 42 fs laser pulse with an energy o
mJ. The number of x-ray photons emitted from a Cu target irra
ated with an electron at different energies~a!; the electron distribu-
tion produced by the laser pulse withs- andp-polarization~b!; the
measured~dashed line! and calculated with sampled distributio
~solid line! spectra of x-ray emission from the Cu plasma~c!; the
vertical line shows the limit of transparency of the Be screen.
getic electrons forming a tail up to 100 keV. The effecti
temperature of electrons in the tail is considerably hig
than Th . The soft x-ray spectrum@7# from 2 to 10 keV is
shown in Fig. 5~c!. A good agreement between the calcu
tion made with the sampled electron distribution and
measurement occurs not only for the intensity ratio, but a
for the slope of the Bremsstrahlung radiation. The discr
ancy in the region below 3.5 keV is attributed to absorpti
by a Be shield which is used to protect the detector.

To demonstrate the existence of the energy cutoff,
make a comparison for hard x rays from 20 to 40 keV.
Fig. 6~a! we present the results of the calculation for t
x-ray spectrum produced by monoenergetic electrons.
use these results to evaluate the spectrum by weighting t
with the electron distribution obtained from the PIC simu
tion with the experimental conditions@see Fig. 6~b!#. The
comparison given in Fig. 6~c! shows good agreement. A
electron energy cutoff at 40 keV is noticed. We further no
that the results of the calculation agree better with the
perimental ones for thep-polarized pulse. The calculated an
measured dependences of theKa emission output on the
laser energy are shown in Fig. 7. The results are close
laser energies over 30 mJ. With the laser energy chang
only by a factor of 3, the energy of theKa output increases
by two orders of magnitude, displaying the effect of the e
ergy cutoff.

The dependence of reflectivity and energy cut
on the density gradient in the vicinity of the critica
density, in other words on the ASE pulse energy,
presented in Fig. 8. For a low density gradien
L/l;0.1– 0.2, which is optimal for resonance absorptio
the absorption efficiency is high, over 50%, and the elect
energy cutoff is about 200 keV. These results are sim
to those from the measurement@22# made for a Si plasma
With an increase in density gradient, the absorpt
efficiency decreases until a resonance interaction of
incoming and outgoing pulses with the plasma appears.
electron energy cutoff in the plasma with a large dens
gradient, about 40 keV, is much smaller. According to t
calculation, we find that the total number ofKa photons is
the same as in the case of small and large density gradien
spite of the lower absorption rate. This is again because
the energy cutoff.

D. Laser pulse of relativistic intensity

We believe that the electron energy cutoff appears eve
the case of a laser pulse with relativistic intensityIl2

.1018 W mm2/cm2. However, the resonant relativistic pro
cesses of laser-plasma interaction can drastically decr
the time for randomizing which would lead to a very hig
maximal energy for hot electrons. To show this, we consi
the interaction of ans-polarized laser pulse~100 TW, 20 fs
@23#! with a plasma with a small density gradient. Existen
of the relativistic resonance~see also@24#! can be shown via
the following estimation. The electron motion in the electr
magnetic plane wave,

EY5A cos~vt1kx!, HZ52A cos~vt1kx!,

f
0

i-
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can be found in the laboratory reference frame. Assumin
force due to the plasma electrostatic field of the formFx

52mvpl
2 x, wherex is the electron coordinate andvpl the

plasma frequency, one finds

FIG. 6. The hot electron distribution and hard x-ray spectrum
a Cu plasma irradiated with a 42 fs laser pulse with an energy o
mJ. The number of x-ray photons emitted from a Cu target irra
ated with an electron at different energies~a!; the electron distribu-
tion produced by the laser pulse withs- andp-polarization~b!; the
measured~line with dots! and calculated~solid line! spectra of x-ray
emission from the Cu plasma~c!.
a

uY52Ã sin~t1 x̃!1uY
0,

u̇X52a2x̃2 1
2 Ã2 sin~2t12x̃!/g1uY

0 cos~t1j!/g,

g5A11uX
21@uY

02Ã sin~t1 x̃!#2,

x85uX /g, ~5!

with Ã5eA/mcv, p5mcu, t5vt, x̃5vx/c, and a
5vpl /v, A is the amplitude of the electromagnetic wa
andu0 the initial momentum of the electron. Thex compo-
nent of the momentum can be expressed in the form of
implicit equation

f
0

i-

FIG. 7. Dependence of CuKa output on the energy of the lase
pulse; the calculated total~solid line! and measured output in th
direction at 25° to the plasma surface~solid triangles!, 48° ~open
circles!, and 0°~solid circles!.

FIG. 8. The dependence of the reflectivity~1! and the electron
energy cutoff~2! on the density gradient in the vicinity of the criti
cal density for a~90 mJ! 42 fs laser pulse.
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uX5
11uY

22~g01uX
02a2@ x̃2/21* x̃ dt#!2

2~g01uX
02a2@ x̃2/21* x̃ dt#!

~6!

with g05g(t50) determined by the initial velocity of the
electron. According to Eq.~6! the resonance condition ap
pears atvpl52v if A;1. With an increase of the wav
amplitude, the resonance condition shifts towardvpl5v. At
very high laser intensity, a set of resonances covers the
terval @v,2v#. These conditions determine the optimal de
sity gradient, which must increase with the laser amplitu
A.

The results of the simulation of the interaction of a 20
laser pulse with the Cu slab target are shown in Fig. 9. A
low intensity, we observe no resonance interaction in
small density gradient scale regionL;(0.1– 0.3)l. The
resonance interaction appears at a laser intensity ofIl2

.231018 W mm2/cm2. Initially, the absorption efficiency is
maximal at the density gradient corresponding to the re
nance at 2v while, with the laser intensity, the density gr
dient increases to that determined by the resonance cond
at vpl5v. The temporal evolution of the electron distrib
tion function is presented in Fig. 9~b!. Without the resonance
condition the energy cutoff of hot electrons is quite lo
about 200 keV. Due to the resonance condition the temp
ture of hot electrons at the optimal density gradient increa
considerably and can exceed 1 MeV with the energy cu
exceeding 5–10 MeV.

V. CONCLUSION

We have found a clear energy cutoff in the distribution
hot electrons produced during the interaction of a short la
pulse of moderate intensity with solid targets. This ene
cutoff is about 2Th and strongly depends on the contra
ratio of the ASE pulse and the main laser pulse. A hydro
namic calculation shows that for a typical contrast ratio
plasma corona formed by the ASE pulse can have a la
density gradientL/l;1 – 2 even for a moderate intensi
laser pulse. This results in the interaction of the plasma w
the main laser pulse. We showed via PIC simulation th
due to the effective coupling of the plasma with both t
incoming and the outgoing~reflected! laser pulses in the vi-
cinity of the critical density, the maximal absorption ra
exceeds 60%, while the overall absorption efficiency is ab
25%. The most energetic hot electrons are produced at
time of the intense interaction of the plasma with both la
pulses. This interaction also depends on the incoming p
shape. We demonstrated through Monte Carlo simula
that theKa output is more efficient with a hot electron e
ergy cutoff and has a shorter pulse duration. For a laser
tensity of 1017W/cm2 and pulse duration about 40 fs, theKa
emission efficiency is about (1 – 2)31024 and the pulse du-
ration is shorter than 7 ps. The x-ray properties, i.e.,
small energy cutoffEcut,100 keV, the high efficiency, and
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the short pulse duration of CuKa emission at 8 keV make
such a table-top laser x-ray source safe and practical in v
ous applications.
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